
INTRODUCT ION

The goal in designing or working with a vacuum system is to remove enough

gas molecules from the space enclosed by the vacuum chamber to create the

desired low pressure. Gas molecules may be removed from the system through

a mechanical or a diffusion pump, or they may only be removed from free flight

by capture and retention on surfaces. The purpose of this experiment is to

familiarize the student with components and procedures used to produce a

-7pressure in the range of 10 Torr.

One Torr is the pressure exerted by a column of mercury one millimeter

high. Another common unit of pressure is the micron, abbreviated ~, which

is 10-3 Torr. One standard atmosphere is a pressure of 760 Torr. Any pressure

significantly lower than this is called a vacuum. Degrees of vacuum m~y be

roughly classified as:

rough 760 - 1 Torr

medium 1 10-4

high 10 -4 _ 10-6

very high 10-6 - 10-9

ultrahigh -9OeLO .

The degree of vacuum desired, and the temperatures which the ccmponents

are expected to withstand, essentially determne the types of components chosen

for use in a sys tem.

--iRegaseswhich must be pump~d out of a system arise from various sources.

The obvious one is the. gas originally in the system c\t atmospheric pressure.



The con~osition of this gas may change as pressure is reduced, since some

gases pump faster than others. A second obvious source is gas entering the

system through leaks, usually at seals. The leak rate is expressed in Torr-liters/

sec or in l~ sec ~liter-micron/sec = t~/sec). A third source is gas desorbing," 2or "outgassing" from walls, expressed in Torr-t/cm sec. A fourth major source

is vapor from backstreamed pump oil or from system components. This source is

determined by the type of pump oil used, the amount of backstreaming and

materials used in the components. Permeation, or diffusion through walls, can

be a fifth source.

Leaks, outgassing vapors, and pumping speed usually determne the pressure

which exists in a given system, except for one with a mechanical pump only,

where the ultimate pressure may be limited by the pump's compression ratio.

Important Basic Terminology and Definitions

There are three classes of gas flow l depending upon the pressure and the

system size. At high pressure gradients, the flow is turbulent and flow lines

twist in time and space. At lower pressures, flow lines are straight and

parallel to the pressure gradient. This is called laminar flow. At still

lower pressures, the mean free path (Ä) of collisions between molecules becomes

longer than the system~ dimensions, and molecules collide with system walls more

often than with each other. This is called "free molecule" or Knudsen flow. If

pvd
the Reynolds Number = Re = -- ~ 2100, flow is turbulent (p = mass density,

~

v = velocity, d = characteristic system dimension, ~ = viscosity); if À!d $ 0.01,

flow is laminar; and if À!d ~ 1.00 flow is molecular. In between the main

regimes are transitional types of flow. In vacuum work one need only CC3cern

oneself with laminar flow, molecular flow, and the transition between.
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Sometimes it is necessary to know v, the number of molecules incident

on the unit area per second. From the Kinetic theory for an ideal gas, v = 1/4 n V ,~ " +'e. f",rt ¡ Ja J-e-\" i +'1 -. 1/2 a
where iV is the arithmetic average of molecular velocities = (8kT/TIM) ,where

i a

M = molecular weight. Thus, v = (2kT/TIM)1/2 n/2 = P(2TIkTM)-1/2.

The flow rate or throughput of a system is defined as

Q
d (pV)
dt

= - d(~1kT) with Q in Torr-t/sec.
dt

The reason for the negative sign will be apparent later. Usually T is constant

.
so that Q = - kTN, which says that flow is proportional to the number of

molecules/see crossing a given plane.

At the throat of a pump the pumping speed may be calculated if the pressure

is changing slowly enough to be considered constant. Then Q = pV is the volume o~ ~ ~ S

removed per second. In a closed system the volume (V) may be considered con-

stant if the gas load frcm incoming gas, desorbed gas, and vapors is negligible

compared to the gas present in the chamber. Then Q = pV.

At the plane of a pump inlet, -v = S = pump speed, in liters/sec. There-

fore S = Q A real pump may act as a source of gas to the vacuum system.
"'inlet

The pump may be characterized by a rated ma~ speed (8 f) and a given leak rate (Q~).

4+ ~t. frt,....r(; c,-r ~..k.Cl Grt.tT~f" ~1'1d. 'e. ftprc.se.+~,A '7 P..' Qf J.
Then the actual amount of gas removed is Q = Sf fi - Qf = Sf Pi (1- SçB.). When

..Ti
Q = 0, the ultimate pressure (~ ) of the pump has been reached. Thus Qf = Sf '1~ ,,u r u
and the actual pumping speed of the real pump is S = ~ = S (1- ~).

fi f Fi
The effective pumping speed at any other plane of the system is determined

by both the actual pumping speed at the pump and the conductance between the

pump inlet and the plane at which pressure is measured. Conductance between

two points of a system is defined as

c - Q in litcrs/sec~Pi-P2 '
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where Pi and P 2 are pressures measured at the two points. Impedance is defined as

1
Z = - =

C

Pi-P2

Q ,in sec/liter.
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just as in electrical circuits. Formulas for calculating theoretical conductances

for various simple geometries for laminar, molecular and transitioned flow

may be found in the references. 7

For a pump with real inlet pumping speed 8 = ¥i ' connected to a

ar pressure li by components of total conductance C, Q must be constant
i

chamber

through-

out. Thus, Q = S~ = 8 P, P-P. = Q ~ Q - ~. Therefore S _ CSl' ff' C S S ' eff - S+("..iI e i I I i eff
Note that if a pump is very fast (8 ~~ C), then 8eff = C, and the effective

pumping speed is limited by the size of connecting components.

As estimate of the effective pumping speed at any point in a system may

be measured using a stopwatch or other timer and a pressure gage, if the volume

of the system is known. Since Seff = Q/l = - fV/f, Sef/V = - p/r' Integrating

gives:

rtt

S
eff dt
V - - r~

P

~
p

J or
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Seff

V
/jt = nn~ = nn~N p N p+/jp l

so that Seff = 2.3 ~t 10glO ~ .

Adsorption, Absorption, Outgassing, and Baking

A phenonenon which is significant for high vacuum systems is adsorption

(and desorption) of gas and vapor molecules on chamber walls. The desorbed

-5gas contributes most of the gas load below 10 Torr. Adsorption is the

process of molecules being attracted to and attached to solid

surfaces, resulting in a layer of gas molecules a few molecules thick. Ad-

sorption may be physical or chemical. Physical adsorption is characterized

by a weak attraction, with the heat of adsorption being $ 8 kcal/molecule.

Chemical adsorption is simIlar to formation of chemical compounds, and the

heat of adsorption is typically 10-200 kcal/molecule. Since chemsorption
A

produces very strong bonding, heat must be added to desorb the compund.

The number of moleucles adsorbed per unit area of surface per unit time

is given by Sv = Sp(2'InkT)-1/2, where S is the "sticking" coefficient"' and

is the probability that a molecule striking a surface will be adsorbed~
.,

B. 1 1 1arrington ca cu ateswhich is a function of molecular coverage and temperature.

a time of 1.8 see for a monolayer of air to form on a clean surface at 10-6

Torr and 15° C.

The desorption rate is given by N fit for less than one monolayer.o s
No is the number of molecules needed for one monolayer, f is the "coverage" or

the fraction of adsorption sites occupied, and t is the "sojourn time" or
s

the average time spent by ~ molecule ~t an adsorption site. The temperature

Hd
variation is dominated by the exponential form of ts = t' exp(RT)' where t

t' :: 10-13 see, and Hd is the heat of desorpti.on. Thus, at low teir1peratures,

adsorption is hi gh, even for low H..
Co
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Absorption is the process whereby gas diffuses into a solid and stays

there in a dissolved state. For gas dissolved in a solid, the equilibrium

concentration is e: = bl/j, where b is the solubility of the gas in the solid,

and j is the dissociation constant of the gas (j = 2 for diatomic gas in

metal and j = i for all gases in non-metals). Thus, as pressure is reduced,

dissolved gases diffuse
~

is described by D ~
dx2

øt H is the activation

out and must be pumped away. Time dependent diffusionde: H
= dt ' where the diffusion constant D = Do exp (- jRT))

energy for absorption and D is a function of the gas
o

and the solid. In equilibrium flow, gas will diffuse through a wall from

high pressure to low pressure at a rate equal to the diffusion into the

wall on the high pressure side. This process is called permeation. The

desorption or outgassing of an actual system may be described as follows.

Let K be the rate at which gas appears to emanate from system walls per

unit area. As a function of pumping time, K may be de&cribed empirically

by K( t) = Ku + Ki t -Y, where Ki is K at t equal to one hour, Ku is the

limiting value of K, and Y is a funciton of time. A typical plot of K

versus pumping time is shown in figure 1, with and without baking. Note that

the scales are logarythmic.
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The effects of baking are to accelerate the rate of outgassing, so

that a lower pressure may be reached more quickly and also to reduce the

ultimate pressure which may be attained. In general, the higher the bake

temperature, the greater the beneficial effects, if the system is designed

to perform satisfactorily at the high temperature. Note that the bake

is started after pumping down to some low pressure. It is necessary to

pump out physically adsorbed gas before baking a system. Otherwise,

the adsorbed gas) especially water vapor, may become chemisorbed, necessitat-

ing a prolonged high temperature bake for desorption. ~

Outgassing rates may also be reduced by ion bombardment or other clean-

ing methods. Gas evolution rates for typical vacuum materials are in the-7 2. -6 2range 10 torr-£/sec-cm for metals, 10 torr-£/sec em for ceramics

and 10-5 torr-£/sec cm2 for elastomers, all for unbaked systems. More

specific data can be found in the rcferencelO.
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Pumns.

Vacuum pumps may be divided into two general categories: those with

moving parts and those without. A pump may be characterized by its pumping

speed, its basé (lowest possible) inlet pressure and the upper limit on

pressure to which it can safely discharge.

Mechanical Pumps

The mechanical pump has two functions: (1) as a roughing pump, to

attain a rough vacuum so that a diffusion pump may be started if a still

lower pressure is desired and (2) as a fore pump to back a diffusion

pump. A mechanical pump can discharge against atmospheric pressure.

Minimum inlet pressures attainable are in the 10-2 to 10-4 torr range

and are essentially limited by the compression ratio. The rating is speed

at standard temperate and pressure (STP), which is displacement times

revolutions per unit time for the rotary type. Speed decreases with

pressure at the lower attainable pressures. A double vane rotary type

pump is described below. The principle is the same for other rotary types.

t1 j A

I

I
¡

Gas from vacuum chamber

A moves into the expanding

volume B swept out by one

arm of the rotor. Maximum

volume (C) is reached and

maintained as the second

0;1
arm moves past the inlet.

-fi5..H i. .A t)~v.\,\e. \)(lV\~ Kd'-fl í\~l"t'
when the first arm moves past the exhaust párt (E).

The volume begins decreasing

The 1lolume D decreases

until pressure in D is greater than atmospheric, which causes discharge

value E to open so that the compressed gas is expd,leà. After operation
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for so~e time, the pressure in D ~~ll be no greater than atmospheric, even

with maximum compression. Then the pump can no longer reduce the inlet

pressure and base pressure has been reached.

S~I'!
~~ at ~, G, H between moving and stationary parts are maintained

by an oii film. Clearances at these points are obviously very small.

Efficient pump operation depends on smoothness of sealing surfaces

and the correct amount of oil flow 'to lubricate and seal. Surfaces can

be damaged by scratches from solid particles in the oil or tentering from

the vacuum chamber. If oil flow is too great, air dissolved in the oil

will raise the base pressure, and if oil flow is too small, air will leak

directly into the chamber.

Oil contamination is also a problem, which is reduced by the use of

"gas ballast." In the compression stage, pressure may become great enough

for vapor in the gas to condense and dissolve in the oil. This vapor will

then re-evaporate on the low pressure side, limiting the base pressure.

Vapor may also chemically break down the oil so that sludge is formed to

interfere with' pump operation. "Gas ballast" involves admitting some

dry air into the compression chamber so that atmospheric pressure is

reached at a lower compression ratio, so that less vapor condenses.

A mechanical pump necessarily vibrates a great deal. A solid con-

nection between the pump and the rest of the system will transfer this

vibration to the whole system, creating strains which may cause leaks.

A flexible connection, such as rubber or plastic tubing reduces this

problem.

Mechanical Booster Pumps

\

( A mechanical booster pump hns a 10\-. compression ratio ("J10/1) as

compared \-7ith a mechanical rotary pump (up to iOS ¡l) The booster pump
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is mos t useful on large systems, in the range of 1 to 500 ~, where mechanical ~-dl

diffusion pumps are least efficient. It increases pumping speed in this

range when use4 between a mechanical pump and the vacuum chamber or diffu-

sion pump. An important advantage is that no sealing oil is required. A

loots type mechanical booster pump is shown in fig. 3. The impellors rotate

at high speed in opposite directions. Very small clearances ('\11 nu) are

maintained between impellors and between impellors and housing.

(j- ~-' ~¡), '- J\'."\e"-~ ~;.I,t .(.í ~ vh..,l
Li~~n~. A(.f;e,,, "r tkc. 'Roc:h lSOCl':t-tr P"'...., t.

Other types of mechanical pumps are described in the literature. 
8~ -3

To obtain pressures well below 10 torr the most common, pump used

-.

is a vapor pump. Instead of gases being compressed and expelled to the

atmosphere by a rotating mechanical member, high speed molecules are used

to pump the gases from the chamber.

"Diffusion or Va.Eor Pumps

Diffusion pumps have a maximum discharge pressure limit of about 300

~, and therefore require a fore pump or backing pump. The inlet pressure

maximam is about 20 ~ when the oil is hot. The ultimate base pressure is

in the range 5 x 10-3 to 10-9 torr, depending on the type of fluid as well

as on the pump sys tem.

f).L"..",..1
P.., l" ,-

i-- ---- ___r-V,,~~.,-
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In an oil diffusion pump L h:,.\. ~ ~).J i
oil is heated and evaporates.

Vapor streams up the chimney

and out of nozzles. Co~ing

r\~Uft 't:
!\ ':l-.... t: ,: - ~l (.'.~l ~
(); I 1). ,( '"~:" l"

llJ,"'t.

out of the nozz les, tlle vapor
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has a ~ownward-d~rected velocity, which is imparted to gas molecules

diffusing into the inlet from the vacuum chamber. Vapor is condensed on

the sides of the pump chamber, which are cooled usually by air or water,

and it drains hack into the oil reservoir to be re-evaporated.

If the fore pressure in the exhaust line is too high, pumping speed

will be considerably reduced and "backstreaming" of oil vapor into the

vacuum chamber will increase. Backstreaming is "drift of the working

fluid (vapor) of a pump upstream toward the vessel being exhausted."

If the fore pressure exceeds the critical limit, then pumping action

stops completely and the vessel is usually drenched with oil. Most

vacuum systems have a safety device which turns off the oil heater when

fore pressure is above a certain limit. Fore pumping must be contin~ed

~ong .i~tl!§.-p~"p-ls hob~yen_after the h§.at~r-l_~-turn~p~

Organic oils are subject to chemical decomposition at high tempera-

tures or when exposed to hi~h pressure air when hot. Decomposition

increases vapor pressure and backstreaming. Silicone oils have greater

resistance to decomposition than organic oils.

Mercury was ori.ginally used as the working flui.d in diffusion pumps.

Since it is an element, it cannot decompose, and thus can tolerate a

higher fore pressure. However, it has a relatively high vapor pressure

and is highly toxic. It is also adversely affected by oil diffusing back

from the mechanfcal pump.

Baffles

Baffles, usually cooled, are placed in the line of sight (optical)

path between the diffusion pump and the vacuum chamber to control back-

streaming. \'apo'C which strikes the baffle is condensed and allo'-7E-G to
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drain back into the reservoir. Baffles are also often placed in the

e~laust line to reduce loss of pump fluid. Conductance is reduced by

baffling and thus pumping speed may suffer but a lower base pressure is

usually made p~ssible. Baffles should be designed so that conductance

is reduced as little as possible while reducing backstreaming as much

as possible.

Pumping by Ionization and Special Surfaces

Several types of pumps work by trapping the gas molecules within

the system. Devices with such pumping action are getter pumps, ion getter

pumps, adsorption pumps and traps, and cold traps and cryogenic pumps.

In these pimps gas is held captive on active surfaces.

A getter pump employs metal which is heated to evaporation and

deposited on the pump walls. The metal combines chemically with gases

to form stable compounds with very low vapor pressure. Metals such as

molybdenum, zirconium, and titanium readily form compounds with many

gases; however) titanium is the most widely used. Evaporation followed

by deposition of metallic film may be intermittent so that a gas monolayer

may form before a new metal layer is deposited; or it may be continuous

so that the metal film surface is continuously renewed.

A fresh getter film is most active before completion of a gas mono-

layer. Continued p~ping depends on deep penetration of gas by diffusion

or the formation of many monolayers.

Getters pump best with reactive gases such as oxygen, hydrogen and

nitrogen. They are ineffective with inert gases like helium and argon,

and complex molecules like hydrocarbons.
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Ion getter pumps are of two types -- the cold cathode, also called

!
sputter-ion or Penning pumps, and the hot cathode or evaporation-ion pump.

In a sputter-ion pump, electrons emitted from a cathode in the vacuum chamber

ionize gas molecules as they are accelerated toward the anode. The posi-

tively ionized molecules are accelerated to the cathode, where they are

buried. The impact sputters atoms off the cathode, which is made of a

getter material. An evaporation-ion pump works much the same way as a

sputter-ion pump, except that getter material is also evaporated from the

hot cathode.

In either ion pump, an external magnet may be used to cause the

electrons to move in a helical and therefore longer path, so that they

are more likely to collide wi th gas molecules.

Getter-ion pumps work well with reactive gases and are capable of

pumping inert gases to a lesser degree. Pumping speed with argon is

ini tially high because of ion burial at the cathode. But this mechanism

saturates, causing the pumping speed to fall to about l% of that for air.

Only about one ion in 100 striking the cathode is adsorbed after satura-

tion.

Complex molecules such as water vapor, ammonia and hydrocarbons are

easily pumped by getter-ion pumps. They become dissociated, and each

component is pumped according to its partial pressure. However, it is

common for methane and other members of the paraffin series to be produced

in a getter-ion pump. Pumping speeds relative to air for various gases

in a getter-ion pump are shown below.
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PUMING SPEEDS FOR DIFFERENT GASES

Hyd ro gen
Deuterium
Light hydrocarbon
Nitrògen
Carbon dioxide
Water vapor
Oxygen
Helium
Neon
Argon

(%)
270
190
90 to 160

100
100
100

57
10

4
1

The greatest advantage of getter and getter-ion pumps is the lack of

pump oil, whose vapor pressure limits the ultimate pressure. Another ad-

vantage is clean pumping without needing b~fles or traps. Disadvantages

are that the getter material gets used up and needs replace~ent, and the

pumping performance of getter fAlms depends on their condition and the gases

being pumped. These pumps are most effective below 10-5 torr and are not

practical above 20 ~.

Adsorption Pumps and Traps

Materials such as charcoal, alumina~ and zeolite have a great capacity,

for adsorbing gas, and can therefore be used as pumps. First the material

is heated to release the adsorbed gases which are then pumped out by another

pump. The material is then cooled under vacuum to room temperature or

below (where adsorption is most efficient) and exposed to the volume to

be evacuated. Adsorbing material is often placed in a pipeline as a trap

for vapors entering from down stream.

Cold Traps and Cryogenic Pumpïng

Vapor is readily adsorbed and condensed on a cold surface. Water

vapor is condensed on a surface at liquid nitrogen temperature at the rate
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of 95 £/sec per square inch of exposed cold surface. If high adsorption

materials are used at liquid nitrogen temperature, a small system may

be reduced to 10-2 torr.

At liquid hydrogen temperature (200K), all gases except helium,

hydrogen and neon are condensed. At liquid helium temperature (4.2 OK) ,

all gases except He are condensed. ~trahigh vacuum may be achieved with

the help of these cryogenic liquids.

A cold trap or adsorption trap may be placed in the line between

mechanical and diffusion pumps to prevent mechanical pump oil from diffusing

to the diffusion pump exhaust baffles and mixing with diffusion pump oil~

Mechanical pump oil decomposes readily at diffusion pump temperature and

has a high vapor pressure.

\



Valves ;i~
There are several kinds of vacuum valves in common use. The gate or

slide valve provides a direct optical path when open, anÂ thus has a high

conductance. As an additional advantage, it can be opened and closed very

quickly. In this valve a plate is 'moved perpendicularly to its own plane.

The plate carries an o-ring in a groove on its perimeter.

The quarter-swing butterfly yalve also provides a high conductance,

direct flow path, and can be opened and closed very quickly. In this valve,

a disk is rotated abo1Jt a horizontal shaft crossing the diameter of the

circular aperture to be closed. The seal is effected by an o-ring around

the perimeter of the disk.

The r.eedle valve provides fine control over gas flow. Consequentiy~

it has a very low conductance. The needle is moved up and down by means of

a 8Creý,' device which can be cali.brated. The seal between needle and seat is

metal to metal. !L is _~Q~sj,ti_le._.~~l1seJ;l,Lthe_nej!dl~-S_qJlEit-_:lL:won~t-çlO.S_fL

.P-r_9j~J:=Ll.Y if the valyeis_.Q~_TI~d all--Qe way l
.

Therefore, caeteory should be

used.

Angle valves are best described by self-explanatory diagrams in fig. 5.

Figure 5a S!-OHS an angle valve which uses elastomer seals . Figure 5b shows a

modification using a one piece housing and a metal to metal closing. The

closing employs one surface of soft metal such as copper which is shoved

(softly) against a hard metal knife edge. h metal bellmvs isolates the
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evacuated space from the driving mechanism, which is at higher pressure.

The only advantage of the all metal valve is its bakeability.
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Seals

Two metal or glass flanges with smooth surfaces joined together make a

gooà mechanical union, but narrow microscopic channels remain between them.

-6Even channels of micron size (here 1 micron = 10 in.) can produce a

considerable leak in high vacuum systems. Consequently a third, somewhat

resilient part is compressed between the flanges and fills up small ir-

regularities of the surface. Important properties to be considered for

vacuum gaskets are pilticity, elasticity, permeability. vapor pressure and
"

permissible temperature range.

The most widely used gaskets are elastomer o-rings fitted into flange

grooves and are made of synthetic rubber type materials such as neoprene,

butyl, silicone, teflon and viton. Viton is a very good material for high

vac1iur; ,'iork due to its very low outgassing rates and may be heated to 150° C

(y.Tithout grease). Surfa_ç"a,-FhßJg_the. o-r;i.ngs-_makf!__cQTlt_a.~J__s-bo.uld_bJLln-=

. J'pec t~g, J2LlIi:n~teq_ s-çra tçh~s_~eJore_ _?_sße~)ing. ~a-g~_.~.Qmp_reasi_Q!Li_9ad!3__ a..~.

!!t_!l~C_~?!3 aD~_,when-_ usingel_a_s.t-9me--.-s.~~k-_~

Sometimes a very thin coating of low vapor pressure vacuum grease is

applied to o-rings to facilitate sealing and prolong o-ring life. Grease

should not be used for any high temperature applications due to åecomposi-

tion of the grease. A table of properities for Apiezon vacuum greases is

shown beloi.i.

L

M

N

T

47

44

43

125

Vapor Pressure
at Room Temperature

(torr)

-:10-10

-:10-7

-:10-8

10-8

Type Meitin~ Point (OC)
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When bake temperatures above 150°C are used, gaskets must be metal.

Metals commonly used are soft ones like gold, aluminum and copper. Common

shapes are flat rings or circular wires. Metal gaskets require very high

compression loads.

Special seals are designed to accomodate motion. The ion acoustic

wave experiment employs two common types. One is an o-ring seal for re-

ciprocating motion. The other is a swivel seal which allows both 'rotating

and reciprocating motion. Special seals are also designed for electrical

lead-ins and vacuum gage mounts.

;";:
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VAPOR PRESSURE DATA ¥OR A NUMBER OP COMMON OASIS
.." ..,~

(Prom R. E. Honig and H.O. 'Hook. RCA Rnlcll ll. 360 (1960), wJth permliiløn

Data . -
Temp. Temperaturcs (.K) for Vapor,Prcli;ure. (torr)

, .
..... .

Ri nge.
10 ~ 13 10-12 10.11 10.10 10.9 10-8 10-7 10.5S)111bol Compond .K 10-6 10-4 10-3 10.2 10-1 I 101 102 103-,

:. Ar Argon 82- 88 20.3 21.3 22.5 23.7 25.'2,. ,,26.8 28.6 30.6 33.1 35.9 39.2 43.2 4B.2 54.4 62.5 73.4 (. 89.9

I
BrZ Bromine 253.331 102.0 106.5 1l.0 116.5 122~0 ' 128.5 135.5 143.5 152.5 163.0 174.5 188.5 204. 224. 248. Q1l2. 339.
ell4 ML1han-i 48- II 2 24.0 25.3 26.7 28.2 30.0 32.0 34.2 36.9 39.9 43.5 47.7 52.9 59.2 67.3 77.7 (; 91.7 115.0

I CO Ca rbon Monoxide 56-133 20.5 21.5 22.6 23.8 25.2 :6.7 28.4 35.0 38.0
i

30.3 32.5 41.5 45.1 51.1 57.9 ;- 67.3 (, 84.1
I CO2 Carbn Dloiude 107-196 59.5 62.2 65.2 68.4 72.1 76.1 80.6 85.7 91.5 98.1 106.0 114.5 125.0 137.5 153.5 173.0 198.0Ø

COS CartYnyl Sulfide 162.224 ' (124.5) Ø139.5 159.5 187.0 229.
CSZ Ca rbon DIS\Uide 194-319 (160.0)ØI77.5 1199.5 2Z8. 269. 32'.
eiz Chlorine 162.420 66.1 69.1 72.-4 76.0 80.0 84.4 89.4 95.1 101 .5 109.0 117.5 127.5 \140.0 1155.0 ql13.0 All.. 245.
.. "iuorinc 54- 89 '(52.2) Ø 59.5 70.5 &7.5i
Hi llydro~t!n 14- 21 2.67 2.83 3.01 3.21 3.45 3.71 4.03 4.40 4.84 5.31 6.05 6.90 1.03 9.55111.70elS.10 21.4
HBr Il",drogen Bromide 120.205 51.1 54.3 57.1 60.2 63.7 67..6 72.1 77.1 82.9 .. 89.6 97.5 107.0~118.5 132.5 151.0 ¡l75.0 ~ 209.
IlCI Hydrogen ChlorIde 132-195 49.7 ,52.1 54.6 57.5 60.6 64.1 68.1 72.5 77.6 83.4 ".1 ".1 ..'...5 12.. \31. ....51''''.
ll r: IIVtroRcn Fluoride 240-290 179.0) (;207. 245. 301.
H2O WaleI' 175-380 113.0 11B.5 124.0 130.0 137.0 144.5 153.0 162.0 173.0 185.0 191.5' 215.' 233. 256. 6284. 325. Jai.

i Hi5 Hydrogen Sulfide 153-213 57.1 59.8 "62.7 65.9 69.5 73.5 78.0 83.1 89.0 95.7 103.5 '113.5 124.5,,138.5 156.5 1180.5 '211.
He Hclium 0.9-5.2 0.980 1.261 1.738' 2.634 4.511
12 hiclini' 298.456 141.5 147.5 154.0 161.5 1'69.5 178.5 188.5 199.5 212. 226. 243. 262. 215. 312. 345. Ò389. 471.
Kr Kryf"on 63-121 27.9 29.4 30.9 32.7 34.-6, 36.8 39.3 42.2 45.5 49.4 53.9 59.4 66.3 74.1 15.9 1101.0 ('123.5
Ni Nil rogen 54-128 18.1 19.0 20.0 ' 21.1 22.3 23.7 25.2 27.0 29.Q 31.4 34.1 37.5 41.7 47.0 54.0 163.4 80.0
N20 Nil rousOxlde 103-U6 55.1 58.3 61.1 64.2 67.6 71.3 75.5 80.3 85.7 91.9 99.0 107.5 117.5 129.5 144.0 162.5 .;i89.5
1"0 Nil rh.: OlUde 73-180 37.7 39.4 41.3 43.4 45.6 48.1 50.9 54.0 57.6 61.6 66.3 71.7 78.1 85.7 9').0 106.5 ,)123.5
NHJ Ammonla 145- 240 70.9 74.1 77.6 81.5 85.8 90.6 95.9 102.0 108.5 116.5 125.5 136.0 148.0 163.0 181.0 (;206. 245.
Nc Neon 15- 45 5.50 5.79 6.11 6.47 6.88 7.34 7.87 8.48 9.19 10.05 11.05 12.30 13.85 15.80 18.45122.1 0 27.5

°2 Ox y¡:en 57.154 21.1 22.8 .. 24.0 25.2 26.6 28.2 29.9 31.9 34.1 36.7 39.8 43.3' 41.1 54.1 ' 62.7 74.5 192.1
5°2 Sulfur Dioxide 178-263 78.9 n.. 86.3 90.4 95.1 100.0 106.0 112.5 119.5 128.0 137.5 148.5 161.5 177.0 195.5 ,225. 269.

Xe Xenon 110.166 38.5 -i. 5 42.7 45.1 47.7 50.8 54.2 58.2 62.7 68.1 ,74.4 8~.1 91.S 103.5 111.5 1139.5 1170.0
-
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GAS FLOW IN VACUUM SYSTEi\fS

Turbulent. dscous and molecular flon'. Conductance.

Molecular flow c01lductance. Conil1"ecl riscous ancl
molecular flow. Gas flow data.

TURBULENT FLOW -",
THE behaviour of a fluid as it flows through a pipe depends on the
pressure al cadi cuù ur ihe pipe, i.e, un 1I1e mean pressure aiiù ull

the pressure drop along the pipe. The latter governs the flow velocity.
If the pressure and flow velocity are suffciently high. the flow is
turbulent and is characterised by eddies which appear and disappear,
while the fluid pressure and velocity or flow at any point fluctuate
about mean values. Although irregular, the now can nevertheless
be described by laws of probability. Thus, according to Hinze(2.1)

'turbulent fluid motion is an irregular condition of flow in which the
various quantities show a random variation with time and space
co-ordinates, so that statistically average values can be discerned'.
The criterion of turbulent flow is the value of the Reynolds

Dumber R which is defined by the equation

R _ UDp
"

where U - mean fluid velocity,
D =: pipe diameter,
p :: fluid density, and

" :: coeffcient of viscosity.

The flow is turbulent if R ~ 2200. This leads to the result that the now
of air at room temperature through a circular pipe is turbulent if

PF/D ~ 5x 105

where F is the nuw rale through the pipe in l./s,
P is the mean air pressure in mtorr, and
D is the pipe diameter in inches.
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14 VACUUM TECHNIQUE
A study of turhulent flow would be of little practical value to the

vacuum engineer, which is fortunate since the subject is somewhat
complex. This type of flow can occur in the pipe between a rotary

pump and a vacuum system in the early stages of pumping the
system down from atmospheric pressure. Its duration wil be brief
enough to be neglected, however, unless the pump is fast and the

pipe is narrow, let it suffce to say that a vacuum engineer who
connects a narrow pipe to a fast pump deserves a Gilbertian punish-
ment to fit the crime.

VISCOUS FLOW
As the gas pressure is reduced and the Reynolds number decreases
below 2200, the nature or the flow changes. Eddies cease to appear
and the energy which is provided hy the pressure ~radient along the
pipe is used completely in maintaining a steady flow. The gas
velocity and pressure become uniform with time and the flow
becomes streamline, i.e. the lines of flow are smooth and continuous
and curve gently in the neighbourhood of bends and other irregu-
larities in the pipe. Near the pipe walls the gas is almost at rest,
but progressing towards the centre the layers of gas slide more
quickly over ODe another until the velocity reaches a maximum at
the centre. Now the viscosity of a fluid is defined as the tangential
force per unit area of either of two horizontal planes at unit distance
apart in the fluid, one plane being fixed and the other moving with
unit velocity. In other words the coeffcient of viscosity is a measure
or the internal friction and is therefore important in determining
the amount of gas passing per second through a pipe under these
conditions. This type of flow therefore is generally known as
· viscous', or more rarely as · Jaminar' flow and is governed by
Poisscuile's Jaw, viz.:

Q D4pP-- = K -L (2.1)i-'-Z "
where Q :: product of volume flow and corresponding pressure,

" = gas viscosity, and

K = numerical constant.
This equation wil be put into a more practical form later.

The presence of a pressure gradient causes adjacent layers of
gas to exert a pressure on each other in the direction of the negative
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GAS FLOW IN VACUUM SYSTEMS IS
pressure gradient, thus setting the gas in motion as a whole, i.e. a
velocity along the lines of flow is superimposed on the Maxwellan
velocities. Viscous flow can occur only when the mean free path is
smnll compared with the pipe diameter. Only those molecules near
the walls wil actually collde with the walls and since these wil
represent only a fraction of the total number of molecules present,
the nature of the walls docs not have an important effect on the
flow rate.

MOLECUAR FLOW :".
If the gas pressure is lowered even further (stil maintaining the
pressure gradient along the pipe), then as the mean free path
approaches the pipe diameter, the nature of the flow must change.

The laminar nature of the flow wil disappear because molecules

now collde with the walls of the pipe rather than with each other.
When the pressure is low enough, the molecules move about inside
the pipe independently of each other and the flow is said to be

· molecular '. The pressure gradient along the tube does not now
act as a driving force pushing the gas along the tube in a stream.
At these low pressures the molecules move in random directions
and there is a net transfer of gas from the high to the low pressure
region simply because there are more molecules per unit volume
at one end of the pipe than at the other. If the pressure at the left.
hand end or the pipe is higher than that at the right-hand end, then
more molecules wil pass per second across a section perpndicular
to the pipe axis from left to right than wil pass in the opposite
direction. Thus molecular flow can be treated as a statistical
problem.
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CONDUClANCE

Any pipe or duct otfers a certain resistani:c to gas flow of any type,
causing a pressure drop along the pipe. If ,. is the ('o/Ilme of gas
flowing per sci:oiid acl"ss miy cruss-section of the pipe and P is the
pressure at that section, then the quantity Q of gas passing per
second is FF. The rci.istancc R (or il11pedance) of a length of pipe is
defined by R = (Pi -Pi)/Q where Pi and Pz are the pressures at
the upstream and downstream ends (this is analogous to Ohm's
law in an electrical circuit, i.e. R = (Vi - Vz)/i). Thus R bas the
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t. VACUUM TECHNIQUB
dimensions olsl1. and C, the reciprocal of R, is called the conductance
of the pipe In "Is. Thus

C .. QIAP

Conductance In parallel

Consider two pipes' in parallel having conductances Ci and Cz'
The mass flow in each pipe is given by Qi = Ci.AP and
Qz'" Cz.AP. The total flow Q.. QI+QZ'" (C1+Cz).AP. If the
two pipes were to be replaced by a single pipe of conductance CT
which gives the same total flow,then Q = CT.AP.ThusCT = Ci +Cz (2.2)
Conductances Iii sees

Consider now two conductances C1 and Cz in series, e.g. a pipe
joined at one end to another pipe of different diameter. Let APi
and oPz be the pressure drops along the first and second pipes and
let Qi and Qz be the mass flow rates. Let APT be the total pressure
drop along the two pipes in series and let QT be the corresponding
mass flow rate. Then by definition

APi = QI/Ci; APz = Qz/Cz; APT'" QTICT

But APT'" APi +APi
Furthermore, the mass flow rate must be the same throughout the

system, otherwise there would be an accumulation of gas in the
system, i.e.

Hence
Qi = Qi .. QJ'

I/CJ' :o I/Ci + I/C2

VISCOUS now CONDUClANCE

(2.3)

Round pipe

For air at 300" K Poisseuile's law (equation 2.1) can he rewritten

as

Now

F.. (p:_p~).D4

P:-P~ .. (Pi +P2XPi-PZ)
.. 2P .AP

F- AP.D4
o-34L

Hence
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GAS FLOW IN VACUUM SYSTEMS 11

This expression enables the flow, in 1./5, to be calculated in terms
of the pressure gradient along the pipe. Note that F is the volume
flow rate mid-way along the pipe where the pressure is P. The
difference between F at the centre and at either end is usually

negligible since the pressure drop AP along the pipe is generally
smatl compared with the total pressure P.

Now, by definition, C = QIAP = PFIAP
2'94PD4Hence C = -L 1./5 (2.4)

Rectagular duc
Let a = long side of retangle (in),

and b = short side or rectangle (in).
Then for air at 300" K
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30a2bzKPc.. ---l'/s (2.5)
where K is a shape factor whose value depends on bla, as shown
in Table 2.1. Thus the conductance increases rapidly as the cross-
section changes from a slit to a square.

TABLB 2.1. Shape Factor for Viscous Flow

Conductance of Rectangular Duct
;j
¡,
ao¡,i
"j

~Ji.l\
~,,1

bla K bla K

0.1 0.032 0.6 0.126
0.2 ' 0.059 0.7 0,133
0.3 0'081 0.8 0.137
0.4 0.100 0.9 0.139
0,5 0.115 1.0 0.140

As in the case of a round pipe, the above expression for C leads
to a relation for the volume flow in terms of the pressure drop
along the duct.

C = PFIAP. whence F = C,~PIP

3O2b2Ki.e. F - _ . AP 1./5
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18 - VACUUM TECHNIQUE

Genen.
Viscous now is diffcult to treat quantitatively since it depends not

only on the shape of the duct but also on the gas pressure. As a

result there is very little information available on the subject.

fortunately, at the pressures which are of most interest in high
vacuum technique, now is molecular rather than viscous. On those
occasions whcn \'iscous flow is of interest, conditions are usually
fairly simple, e.g. when the problem is to find the time required to
evacuate a tank, or volume of some sort, through a pip~ \\hidi is
usually circular in cross-section.

MOLECU FLOW CONDUClANCE

The formulae given below refer to conductances for air at 300° K,
but can be applied to any gas of molecular weight M at a tem-
perature r K by multiplying the stated values by O'31(T/M)l,

i.e. by (3~ . ~:) l, taking the molecular weight of air as 29. Tablc 2.2

compares the conductances for various gases or a given duct with
iis conductance for air at the same temperature.

T ABLB 2.2

Gu . Conductance for gas
Conductance for air

Hydrogen. . . 3.8

Helium . . . 2.7
Watcr vapour . . i .3

Carbon dio:cde . . 0.81

Knudsen's rormul

An expression for the mass flow rate of ga~ at low rres!lure
through a long cylindncal tube of any shaped cross-section was

first derived by Knudsen. By equatig the momentum communicated
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GAS FLOW IN VACUUM SYSTEMS 19
by molecular collsions to the wall area of a short length of the tube
with the momentum produce by the pressure drop over the same
length, he arrived at the result(l.i) that the mass flow rate dG/dt
through a tube of cross-sectional arca A, pcrimcter B and length L
is given by ,,q

di
Hf
q~
~ ir

l'''¡,~
p~

In
Iii
n~,it
i'I'.ii
r ",,~
fll""
t .

r'J
'iil
il~

~G =~. (2m)l _~ (Pi -Pi)

di 3 nkT BL

where Pi and P i arc the pressures at the ends of the tube and m, k
and T have the usual significance. Expressing the gas flow as volume
flow rate F x pressure P, since from equation (1.6) mass

G = (ni/kT).PV, then -
8 (2kT)l AlQ=PF-- - ,-(Pi-Pi)3 rom BL

Hence the conductance of the tube is given by

C = ~ (2kT)l Al
3 nm BL

In deriving his formula, Knudsen assumed that Maxwell's velocity
distribution was approximately true for the moving gas-an
assumption which may. lead to appreciable error in calculation or
differential effects such as, in this case, the momentum produced
by the pressure drop over a short length of tube. Modern statistical
treatment of the problem produce an expression for the rate of
flow which involves integrals whose values depend on the geometrical
form of the tube cross-section. Thus the molecular flow conductance
of a long tube is wntten as

''*'J
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8 (2kÐl AlC= -K - -3 nm BL
where K is a dimensionless constant whose value depends on the
geometry of the tube cross-section. When Al, Band L are expressed
in inches,

KAI
C.. 40 -BL i'/s (2.6)

for air at 300 K.
V,T. e



20 VACUUM TECHNIQUE

Long circular pipe

For a circular pipe, K = i, A = nD2/4, andB = nD, where D
is the diameter of the pipe (in), Hence

,C = 79 D" l L tIs (2.7)

A more easily memorised form of this equation is as follows. If R
is the radius and L' the length of the pipe, both expressed in

mi/lmel'ts, then C = RJ/L', C being in tIs as before.

Short circular pipe
Equation (2,7) is accurate only for pipes of infinite length.

There arc many cases in practice when it is important to know the
conductance of a short length of pipe, in which case the conductance
of the entrance aperture must be taken into account. C1ausing(2,J)

studied the problem extensively but toundthat it was il1po:.:.ibt~
to obtain an accurate formula in terms of known functions. Instead,
he worked out a close approximation which enabled him to tabulate
as a function of length Lldiameter D of the pipe a factor a which
is used to multiply the · long pipe' formula in order to obtain the
. short pipe' conductance for that particular value of LID.
Kennard(2.4) bas given an empirical expression which reproduces
Clausing's values within I.S per cent for all values of LID. His

expression reduces to 79D3 1
C "' 'L.al./s

(2.8)
i SLID + 12(LID)2

where ex - 20+ 38LID+ 12(LID)1

Values of a calculated from this equation are given in Table 2.3.
If the diameter of the vessel from which the gas is flowing into the

short pipe is at least five times the diameter of the pipe then the
formula

79D3C- L+I'33D (2.9)
gives values for tbe conductance of the pipe which are within about
5 per cent of those obtained from equation (2.8). This equation is
denved by considenng the entrance effect as an aperture or aCl:a
nD2/4 and conductace 75nD2/4 1./1 in senes with the conductance
79D3/L I.LS or the pipe itself.
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GAS FLOW IN VACUUM SYSTEMS

TABlE 2.3. · Short tube' Conductance Factor

21

LID
I

ex LID ex

0,04 0.028 2'0 0'S4O

0,08 0'05S S'O 0.700
0'1 0.068 10.0 0'840
0.2 0'130 20.0 0.910
0.5 0.250 50.0 0,960
1.0 0.300 ;;IOO 1

i

.l
~

Orifice

Suppose we have a large vessel i connected by a pipe of cross-
section Ao and length L to a second large vessel 2 through an
orifice A (Fig, 2.1), Gas moving towards the right from i has first

,
4
.

.!; FOG 2.1. CONm~' M ~ I f 'f~Lj: I

of all to find the orifice Ao. It then travels down the pipe L and has
to find the orifice A in order to enter 2. The overall left.to-right
conductance CT is given by

I/Cr"" I/C. + IIC, + IIC,
where C1 = conductance of orifice Ao within vesel I.

Ci = conductance or pipe L. and
C 3 = conductance of orifice A within the pipe L.

Gas moving towards the left from 2 has only to find the orifice .A
and flow down L in order to reach. 1. The overall right-to-Ieft
conductance is simply

I/Cr II I/C. + I/Ci

where C4 .. conductance or orifice A within the vessel 2.
Under molecular flow conditions, the gas molecules in any

sy~tcm move in all directions. Thus, in the system or Fig. 2.1 the
left-to-nght and the right-to-Ieft conductance must be equal. If
they are Dot, then, starting from a uniform presur throughout the

o-i
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22 V ACUUM TECHNIQUE
system, there would be a net gas transfer in the direction of the
greater conductance, which is not possible. Thus

I/C. + I/c2 + I/c3 = I/c. + I/C2
whence I/Ci = I/C.-I/C.

Now it is readily shown from kinetic theory considerations
(equation 2,5) that the amount of gas flowing per second through
an aperture of area A in2 out of a vessel which is large compared
with the aperture is

Q = 15(P1 -P2)A i. mtorrls
where p. and Pi are the gas pressures in mtorr on either side of
the aperture, Hence the molecular flow conductance of the aperture
is

C == TSA I.IS (2.10)
and in ihe prublcii above, C. = 75Ao
and C. = 75A
Thus C3 = 75AoA/(Ao-A)

To sum up, the molecular flow conductance of an orifice of area
A in2 in a plate which blocks the end of a pipe of cross-sectional
area Ao in2 is given by

C = 75AoA/(Ao-A) I.Is (2.11)

If the area or the orifice is small compared with the area of the
pipe in which it is situated, then Ao/(Ao-A) is arproximately
uoity aod

C == TSA (cf. equation 2.10)

It is interesting to note from equation (2.1 1) that the molecular
flow conductance of a given orifice becomes larger if the cross-
sectional area of the surrounding pipe becomes smaller. For
example, compare the conductance of a 2 in diameter orifice in a
plate blocking a 12 in diameter pipe with its conductance when
blocking a 3 in úiamcter pipc-242 I.Is in the first case compared
with 425 "Is in the second.

Loevinger has suggested that the correction factor Ao/(Ao- A)

is also applicable when the flow is viscous(i.,),

Ellptica pipe

The conductce of a long ellptical pipe ha been calculated by
Tumbull(2.6,. If ø and b are the semi-major and semi-minor axes,
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GAS FLOW IN VACUUM SYSTEMS 23
respectively, of the ellptical cross-section and L the length of the,
pipe (all expressed in inches) then the conductance C1 of the pipe is
given by

C. = 632ab21L I.Is (2,12)

Compare this with equation (2.6) for the conductance of a tube of
any cross-section. The cross-sectional area A of an ellpse = nab
and its perimeter ß = 1((2(a2 +b2)). approximately. Substituting

these values in equation (2.6) gives

400n2a2b2 K
C. ..

nL(2(a2 + b2)).

== 632ab2/L (from equation 2.12)

632(2(a2 + b2)).Hence the shape factor K == -
4oo1(a

= 0'71(1 +b2Ia2)l

If the ellptical pipe communicates with a large tank of cross.
sectional area 140 then the conductance C2 of the entrance into the
pipe is found from the orifice formula, equation (2.1 i), multiplied
by the shape factor. Then if A is the cross-sectional area of the pipe
(== nab),

Ci.. 7SAoA )( 0'71(1+bila2)lAo-A
and the overall conductance C is given by

1/C:: I/C. + 1/e2

Rec duc
Consider now a recangular ducl communicating with a large

tank. The conductance C1 or the length or the duct is given by
equation (2.6). If a and b are the lengths in inches of the long and
short sides of the rectangle, respectively, so that the cross-sectional

area A == ab and the perimeter B == 2(a+b), then

200a2b2
C. - (a+b)L K

The shape factor K is obtaed from Table 2.4, in wmch the values
have ben computed from a paper by Barrett and Bosanquet(2.7).

~
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TABLE 2.4. Shape Factor for Molecular Flow Conductance
of Rectangular Duct

bla K bla K

1 HOS .i 1.2975
.. H26 i 1.400:i i
l 1-51 i ),44TO
l 1-98

Next, the conductance Cz of the entrance into the duct is found
from the orifice formûla, equation (2.1 I), multiplied by the shape'
factor K. Then

Cz = 7SAoA K
Ao-A

where Ao is the cross-sectional area of the tank in inz. The total
conductançe C is, of course, given by

I/C = I/Ci + I/Cz

h C 1200AzAo Kw enee:i ,
16A(Ao-A)+3AoBL

Example: Determine the conductance of a rectangular duct 10 ft
long with a cross-section 2 x 6 ft leading from a tank having a
cross-sectional are of 16 ft2.

In tbis case bla lI l so that K.. 1.2.

200 x (12 x 144)2Then Ci = (8 x 12) (10 x 12) x 1.2 .. 62,200 i./s

From equation (2.11) multiplied by the shape factor,

C = 7S x (12 x 144) x (1~_44l x ),2 = 622001/2, (16 x 144) _ (12 x 144) ,. s

Then C = S6,60 I./s.

AauJui formed by . th dis wlthln . pipe
The conducance is llkcn as being that of an onfice (from

equation (2.10)) of ar equal to that of the anulus, multiplied by
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GAS FLOW IN VACUUM SYSTEMS 2.5

a shape factor K. Thus C = 7SAK. If D1 is the diameter of the thin
disc and Dz the diameter of the pipe. K has the values given in

Table 2.5 (computed from Barrett and Bosanquets paper(Z.7').

TABLE 2.5. Shape Factor for Molecular Flow Conductance
of Thin Annulus

DiI D2
I

K D1IDz K

0 1 0.707 ',1,,254

0.259 1,072 0.866 ),430
0.500 H54 0.966 ) .675

Anul.r passge formed by a solid cylinder placed coaxlaDy Inside
. tube

The conductance Ci of the entrance is found from the thin plate
fonnula indicated in the previous paragraph. The conductance Cz
orthe length of the passage is found from equation (2.6) where, now,

A = cross-sectional area of annulus, inJ,

and B = length of outer perimeter of annulus plus length of inner
perimeter, in.

K is found from Table 2.5.

Thus, iie = 1/(7SAK)+BLI(40A2K)

C- iiOOAzK
16A+3BLwhence

l
,l

I

Slit-like tube

Let a and b be the lengths in inches of the sides of the rectangular
section of the tube and let b ~ a.

Area A = ab

Perimeter B = 2(a+b) = 2a approximately

Thus the equation C.. (400AZIBL)K beomes C.. (200b2/L)K,
where K is obtained from Table 2.6.

t '
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TABLE 2,6. Shape Factor for Molecular Flow Conductance
of Slit-like Tube

i

I

Lib K Lib K

0,) 0,036 ),0 0.520
0,2 0'068 4.0 0.600
0.4 0,130 5,0 0.670
0,8 0,220 10.0 0.940
1,0 0.260 ;: io ,0 ~ In Lib
2,0 0.400

Bend or elbow

The resistance of a bend or elbow in a duct of circular or rect-
angular cross-section is usually taken to be equal to the resistance

or the entrance to the bend (where it joins the straight length) plus
the resistance of the bend measured along the centre line as though
it were straight. Thus. the conductance of a bend or circular cross-
section is the same as that of a short circular pipe of equal diameter
and of a length equal to the length of the bend measured along its
centre line.
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Example of nlnl.tlon or moleclll ftow eoudanc
Consider the vapour trap shown in Fig. 2.2. Suppose that it is

mounted on top of a diffusion pump and is. in turn, sur-
mounted by a large vessel. As gas flows from this vessel due to the
pumping action. it has first or all to find the orifice A 1 in order to
enter the trap. It then flows through the short length Li of 4~ in.
diameter pipe. after which it has to find the annular aperture Ai
in order to flow down the annular passage Li. All the gas flowing
down Li finds the short length of 4~ in diameter pipe L3, so that
there is no entrance effect to be taken into account here. The gas
then has to find the orifice A 3 in order to leave the trap.

The successive conductances are thus as follows:

(0) C.. the conductance of the orifice Ai. From equation (2.11)

C _ 75.40 
Ai l- Ao-A�

where Ao == cross-sectional area of the body or the trap where the

, orifice is situated (inl) and

A i == area of orifice A i (in2).

75n X 2'441 x 1'131Hence C i .. - -
2.4'

"" 383 J./s

(b) Cl' the conductance of the pipe Li' From equation (2.7)

Cl -79x4'88'/l'38
"" 6613 1./5

(e) C3. the conductance of the annular aperture A2;
C3 = 75A1K (see p. 25)

where Ai = area of aperture (inl) and
K = shape factor given in Table 2.5

== 1.3 since Dil D2 "" 0.72
HenceC,:: 75n(2'441-1'751) x 1.3

"" 870 I./s.

(d) C.., the conductance of the annular passage Li. From p. 25,

C. .. 40Ai K
LB
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where A2 = area or aperture as in (e),

B = total length or inner and outer perimeters of annulus
(in),

1'2 = length or passage (in), and

K = shape factor as in (e).

lienee C4 = 400 X 8'922 x 1'3/(26.3 x 6,5)

= 243 1./5

(e) The conductance or the pipe L) = C2, the conductance of
Li, since L. and L) have the same dimensions.

(f) For the same reason,the conductance or the orifice A) = Ci'
the conductance or Ai.

Thus the overall conductance CT is given byI 2 2 1 i-=--+-+-+-
CT Ci C2 C3 C42 2 1 I

= 383 + 6613 + 870 + 243

whence C T = 93 1./5

COMBINED VISCOUS AND MOLECUR FLOW
As the gas pressure is lowered, the change of flow characteristics
from viscous to molecular is by no means clear-cut(2.8). The change
is gradual and there is a transition region where the flow is partly
or one type and partly of the other. This region is somewhat diffcult
to treat mathematically, but for most practical purposes it is suff-
ciently accurate to consider a duct in this pressure region as having
a viscous flow conductance C.. in parallel with a molecular flow
conductance CM' Thus from equation (2.2) the total conductance CT
is given by CT = C..+C",. If under these mixed flow conditions

there are several conductances CT.' CTi' . . . etc., in series, then the
overall conJuctance CT is given by

1/eT = i/CT.+1/CTi+...i i i----+ +
CT c"i+ CM1 Cyi+C"i ...i.e.
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CIular pipe .
It has previously been stated (equation (2.7)) that the molecular

flow conductance of a long circular pipe is 79D3/£. This is strictly
true only at low pressures. The complete expression derived by

Knudsen for the molecular flow conductance of a round pipe or

diameter D and length L inches (L ~ D) through which air at
300~ K flows at a mean pressure P mtorr is

C = 7!P~ . 1 + 0'62Ð-f
L i +0.76DP

Thus, in the mixed viscous and molecular flow, region, the total
conductance of the pipe is

C = 2'94PD4 79D3 i +0'6~DP (214)T w + L . i +0.76DP .
It is instructive to compare the magnitudes of the two conduc-

tances in a pipe through a wide pressure range from, say, 1 to 10-6
torr. This is done in Table 2.7 for a i ft length of 2 in diameter
pipe. Values are for air at 300° K and the entrance effect is neglected.

The following points emerge from this table:

(i) at high pressures CAI is almost negligible;

(2) at low pressures C.. is negligible;
(3) Cli varies by less than 20 per cent throughout the whole

pressure range.

29
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TABLE 2.7. Conductance per Foot Length of

Two-inch Diameter Pipe

~

~

~

i
il

Pressure, C" eii CT

(torr) O/s) (lIs) (lIs)

I 3910 43.3
I

3953i

10-1 391 43.4 434

10-2 39'1 44,0 83

10-3 3.91 47.2 51

10-4 0.391 51'9
I

52

LO-~ 0.039 52.9 53

10-6 0,00 53,0

I

53
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The third point is readily explained by reference to equation (2.13)

which shows that the maximum value of eM is 79DJ/L while the
minimum is 0'62/0.76 (i.e. 82 per cent) of the maximum.

Equation (2.14) can be used to find the lowest pressure above

which only viscous flow. conductance need be considered and the
highest pressure below which only molecular flow need be consi-
dered. In the first case let the necessarily arbitrary criterion be that
CN shall not be greater than 10 per cent of Cy, i.e.

79DJ 1+0'62DP 0,1 x2'94PD4
L . 1+0'76DP = L

Hence P = 2201 D mtorr. Thus for pressures above this value it
can be assumed that Cr = Cy with an error of not more than
10 per cent.
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then that P == 2.2D mtorr and for pressures below this value
Cr = CM within 10 per cent. Conductance per foot run is plotted
against pressure for four standard pipe diameters in Fig. 2.3.

SUMMARY OF GAS FLOW DATA

Nomenclature

P == gas pressure (mtorr)

E = gas flow rate (LIs)

D - pipe diameter (in)

L = duct length (in)
Å _ cross-secional area (in2)
B == length of perimeter (in)

Turbulent flow

-Air flow is turbulent if PEl D ~ S X 10'.

Conductances in par.1Iel
Cr=CI+C2

Coauctinces inserles
l/Cr == l/CI +1/C2

Visou Oow eonduct8l

(i) Long circular pipe
C == 2.94PD4/L (t./s)

(ii) Rectangular duct
30a2b2p

C = -'--i-- . K (1./s)

where a and b (in) are the lengths of the long and short sides of
the rectangle and K is a shape factor, varying from 0-G32 for

bla == 0.1 to 0.140 for bla = I.

Moleclar flow conductances

(I) Long circlar pipe
C - 79D'IL (tIs)

~. ." .



~l V ACUUM TECHNIQUE
(Ii) Short circular pipe

79D3
C == L 3 (approx.) (I. Is)

+1. 3D

(iii) Orifice of area A
C = 75A (1/.s)

(Iv) Orifice of area A in a plate blocking the end of a pipe of
area.Ao.

C == 75 AoA (1./s)
Ao-A

(t.) Long ellptical pipe
C == 632ab21L (I. Is)

where a and b (in) are the semi-major and semi-minor axes, respec-
tively, of the ellptical cross-section.

(vi) Long rectangular duct
2ooa2b2

C = (a+b)L' K (I./s)

where a and b (in) are the lengths of the long and short sides of the
rectangle and K is a shape factor varying from 1.444 for bla = 0,)

to)')OSrorbla== I.

(vii) Annulus (armed by thin disc within a pipe
C == 75AK (i./s)

where A is the annular area and K is a shape ractor varying (rom
) ror D1/D2 == 0 to 1'675 ror DilD2 .. 0'966, Di and D2 being
the diameters or the disc and the pipe, respectively.

(viii) Annular passage formed by a solid cylinder placed coaxiatly
within a tube

I20A2K
C == 16A +3BL (1./5)

where A == annular area and

B == length of outer perimeter of annulus pius length or inner

perimeter (in).
The shape (actor K is the same as in (i,if).

(ix) Slit-like tube
2ooab2 K (I./s)C=~.
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GAS FLOW IN VACUUM SYSTEMS 3J/

where a and b (in) are the lengths or the sides or the rectangular
section or the tube (b ~ a) and the shape factor K varies rrom
0.036 for LIb == 0') to 0.94 for LIb == 10.

(x) Bend or elbow. The conductance of a bend of circular cross-
section is the same as that of a short circular pipe of equal diameter
and of a length equal to the length or the bend measured along its
centre line (see (ii) above).

Combined ,isus and molec Oow conductnce

Conductance or long circular pipe
2'94PD4 79D3 I +0.62DP

Cr == r + L' I+O'76DP

For pressures above 2201 D mtorr the molecular flow contribution

to Cr is negligible. For pressures below 2.21 D mtorr the viscous
flow contribution to Cr is negligible.
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~e--I ,~.terlat ":",,,df: ' _ T1)e . .1 . l .llltb~t~~':~:f:¡

1 Vulkolln;, ' ':;':~::i..:..:.'~14/~'.;:ç,:, I ',' :":":.::'::'¡; '.; ;'::I¡Z ",~. :~;;' B.-,,,. j~...,
2 Perbunàn +:Buna,d..:,~- .' V"..1 ,:,;" ~- III" .,,~' B:)o,"'~-
3 Mowital ,;:, ,: '.' ':~ ,;.':: '/;, (1);";:: " (1/2) .' .'~.'" J'";'~¡¿
4 Mowiith""':, ~ ::.': ~..~, :'~',~,,:: (1)" .' ~~~ /0~"(1/2) ~., .~:;' J ry,~~
/j Neoprene (4.~e '''): ...,~,,'. ),: - '.. I " :' ,pcè";.' 1/2 . ,"-: ',..B ".~,

;,,;"k,:,:'::;";'~~:;~"i~;;~tt ;'~~:;o;irri~t : ,:':, ~. ',~"" ' "", :"~1g~r

Silcone rubbe.:¡,;-"t'1".':;:': ,t',"lIl ,u :.E,.. ' ..' , ..!'\~k l' ,"i,'5. ",i",~".'~""..' " .,', " ' ,'.. a. " ~", ,iNatural tubbei'";il,;;U:,,,.';':' 1 ,." .J,,'-'/2 ..,':i!." '/,d.:B. ',''. '. ...,:..i/~_:i~\;.1~,,!it)..j n-"Io .~_ '~'r.'" '.;¡'\'ff"1:'..-""J;".~':
, .,. ".,'.' :., ',':,~?."..(.1 .:~l "..r g penuw.',; .,:,,,.. ""'. ;,;.li"'¡t

perb~\:;£~~if~t~lG~'~: ",åv;:t~) ':';,~;;',i i ;è~~;i":'~ 'ff:4~r~'!;;\
P '-i" "'-'~''''''';':7~~ "'~'.'~""" ,"', ~~" ~.y"; ".,.ÇA,~;.',,;~ 1erbunan' ' ~ f!:~~: :~~"!~~'.~:~'~:"':" ':'~l:;l'~~ u. , : '~;~.:~;t~ ''':~':1 ;:~~.:~ ~J'~' '~: '~~.:'?D .: L'

Perbunan ,," ',' .,~ ,..,,,, ".-", 1 . " ,".-\, 
, ' '!""'lfÏ ,'.¡ '" ,r,,,,',J \~iiií

~~:=de-:;';:(/,~1-~,d,' r ~~;:f:'.~r;i:~'oi"1~~t.t :~~~J:;t~¡~~~

Neoprene (35fNc 746) ;, '. III ":;. ",-;:' '." B,'/~
Silcone rubber (O-Ring) in. - ..', "J.'YIP . ,', I "..'. 1..'.".;. .It?'''lexJgla.'l ' , :. ' .. J ~ ". ;'" ;, ':~ .
Polyvin~'IClrbazole .. ,,'., 1 1/2 ':'\; ';'~.':'~ ~¡?;,/'
Poly\'inylcarbazole, ", . '-': 1 1/2: ,.i,J .!l~ ~ ,. .'" ~.~ '
I'olvcarbonato 1 1/2 J..;',::.'.'...~..;.~ J~,~:;,;/,.,",',J ....J~~.~t)~:w4:.~.-r~.~~r \.~~"Araldito 1 1/2 8 ", "w' .:,,:,~;~,~.i,. . . "~~:'. ~). ~".~.1...5;~ ':.~' .
Silcone. (37/S1 5() III - B ",,:,";':";~;";,~;å\~;,'.-Ultrnmide 1 I 1'2 J ",'0' ~""",..t¡';,d./,"',rve 1 I 1/2 J" .,' , ',.1','",,'
Viton (2úfVi 575) i' 1/2 B:;.' :,,:if~~;â~"
, TefloJl (3ll 528) i 1/2 B ,,; ,(f:-:;Araldit4l 1 1/2 J ...: ';0:, Î~. .,(for long period - ',' ::.. :(~(i-,ii)~ .":

~ I ~~: ~ ' ," .', 'i I 1/2 JI 1/2 .Ji I 1/2 I Ji 1/2 J1 I 1/2 i J
J i 1/'l : R, i I 1/2 I J

I (for long pmiodøll)1 i
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';":r!t;.: ~ ~(OU SHOULD READ THIS INSTRUCTION MAUAL

'.:.' :;~.' 'BEFORE INSTALLING, USING, OR SERVICING THIS:~ EQUIPMENT .
This manUlI is for u:o only with Solei 

274 loniiatio Giui' Tub
with the followini part numbes.

27402 27407 274015
2740 2740 274016
2740 274012 274017
2740 274013 274018

,.

274020
274021
27402
274023
274028

SAEl INSTRUCTIONS
SAfETY PAYS, THINK BEFORE YO IC. UNDERSTAND WHAT
YOU ARE GOING TO DO BEFORE YOU DO IT, READ THIS IN-
STRUCTION MANUAL BEFORE INSTALLING. USING. OR SERVIC-
ING THIS EQUIPMENT. IF YOU HAVE ANY DOBTS ABO HO
TO USE THIS EQUIPMENT Sl.fElY. CONTflT THE GRANVILLE.
PHILLIPS PRODUCT MANGER FOR THIS EQUIPMENT AT THE
ADDRESS LISTED ON THIS MANUAL.

Impl an EipI
Glass ioniztion iau¡" if roihly handled may implo unde
vacuum causinlllyinlllaSl which may injure personel. Be sur
that cablini to theiaui' tube has proper strain reliet so that cable
tensio cannot break th.iliss. It pressurizeabo' atmoipheric
pressure.ilass tubes may exploe. causini danierous tlylnlllaSs.
A substantial shield should be place around vacuum ilasswar. to
prevent injUry to person.l.

Eleic Sho
All connectios to the iauie tube pins shold be coered by iniull.
tio, All iaugi tube pini should be covired by conector 01 by pin
covers, In normal opcr.tion, 180 volls ii on the arid connetions.
Durin¡ electron bombardment degas. as much ii 700 volts may be
applied to some electrode pins, 00 not touch any iause tube ele.

trodes while the tube is connected to the cotroller.

Temper.ture

Durini deiias. the envelope 01 the iauie tube becoes heated
niuch moe than in normal operation. Be iur. that materials that
are heat sensitive ari not in cotact with the ¡aUle tube. and be
sure that the S'USi tube ii not lcoted where personnel perform.
in¡ nec"wry system operations mi¡ht come in contact with the
iauii tube.

Ov.rpresse
Do not use quick connects or other Iriction type connecions where
positive pressure wil exist within the ¡auge tube. suh IS in
b.cklillin¡ operations.

TUBULATEO GAUGES

'-FILAENT
G-GRIO
C-OLCTOR

IA ....../lI
.SlS.I "pt

IA Il.
iu "*"1
IlllI mt

Ci.
luiU'

CONNECTOR fOR TUBULATED GAUGE

-
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS ¿
Recl"l Ins
Dost Shlpmfå
Inspet all miterial received lor shippini damage.

Cofirm that yor shipment includes aU mitiiriil and optioni
ordered, If materials are missini or damaied the carrier that made
the delivery must be notilied within 15 dlys of delivery in acco.
d.¡oce with Interstate Comerce reiulationi in order to lile a valid
clim with the carrier, Any dimaged material includini all (On.
tlins and packinl.lould be held tor cirrier inspectio. Contict

our Customr Service Department. 5675 East Arapahoe Avenue.
Bolder, Colorado 80303. (30) 443.766 if yor !ohipmnt is not
corect for realO other than shippini damap.

inernatiol Shnti
lnsl't all material recived for shippini damaie, Confirm that

rour shipment includes all material and options ordered, If items
are missini or damaged the carriar makini delivery te the customs
brokr must be noifie within 15 days 01 delivery,

E.ampl
It a~ .irfreiiht ~rwarder handles the .lipment and their aient
delivers the shipment to customs. the claim must be tiled with
the airfrei¡ht Iorwarder,
It an .irfre¡iht forwarder delivers the shipment to a ipeific
.irlin. and the airline delivers the Ihipment to custom, the
clim must be filed with the airline. no the freiiht forwa;der.

Any damaged material includini all cotainers and pacuiini

should be held for carrier inspetio, Contact our Customer Ser.
vice Department. 5675 Eist Arapahoe Avenue. Boulder. Colo~o
80303. U.S,A, Telex 045 791 GPVAC Bldr or telephone (303)
443.766 it yor shipment ii not corec for rilsons other than
Ihippin¡ damaie,

Vacuu Conio
1, Location on system, The pUf,e tube should be locted as clost

as possible to the sectio of the vacuum system where pressure
measurement is impotant. Valves or other constrictions be.
twen the iauge tube and the area where pressure measure.
ment is required may cause erroneous readings,

2. Gauie port. Pressure measurement in the high vacuum range
dos not roquire speial attention to port size, Howiver. is the
pressuriol interest more and more apprOOches the ultra.hi¡h

vacuum range. . small conductance between the gauge tube
and the system volume of inlerest ~n c:use a significant dif.
ference in the two pressures, One inch tubulatlOn is minimal.
.nd at extrime vacuum the nude tube geometry is best
whereby the iauie tube actually protrudes into the chamber
volume.

NUDE GAUGES

last ,n
, . D1CAWII

IA ,I(...oi~

IIIWI ~.. l\
I. .. ii ØI 'liS

GPC CONNECTOR FOR NUDE GAUGES

Fiiure 1 Gaul' Tub and ClbI Connetor Data
..
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,(~:.~~~~, Y 3, Mountini orientation. Atl orientatios are acceptabl.

. 'r;;;.;' 4, Connechons, When USinl O.rini quick connects on ¡lass

, ~ tubulatios, care must be use when slidini the alass tubula.
tlOn into the quick connec and when gently ti¡htenin¡ the

, ) ',.. compressio rin¡ SO that the glass tubulation is not chipped

. ii or cracked, Non,rotatable lIaliges are ordinarily installed onglass iauie tubes because the bolt ring of rotatable lIan¡es can
inadvertently be dropp on the tube and break the ¡lass
tubulatlOn.

Elerical Connions
Fii, 1 shows the pin conetio co forth. varios Series 274
iauge tubes,

00 not use iauie cables with e.pose condUctors such as .lIigator
clips, All gauge tube pins shld be covered by conectors or by pin
covers, Gauie cables shuld be firmly clamped to the vacuum
station to provide strain relief. This helps insure there will be
nealigible strain transmilted to the iauiie tube pins if there ii

relative motio betwen the vicuum statio and the ioizatio
iauge controHr.

" the resistance heated deiassable nude gauge is being use with
an electron bombardment deglS controller, be sure that the
unused irid pin ii not expose, Cover it with a suitable insulator if
necessary.

,I

OPERATION
1, Oper .tina Volaie Potenti.ii

The recommended potentials are: Colector. OV; Grid, + lSOV;
Filament, + JOV, The dependence 01 ion current on variations of
these parameters is shown in the Speifications Sectio,

2, Filament Emission

As a general rule, low emissio current is used in the hiih

pressure end of the range of the gauge tube, This helps to avoid
the ion Current turn.around phenomenon and glow discharge,
Hi~h eini:ision current is used at ultr ahigh vacuum to obtain ion
currents that are large enough lor convenient measurement.
Typical valuesare l00~A at 10-3 Torr and 10 mAat 10-9 Torr,
The trade,olls on emission current are that high emission cur.
rent gives better readout stability and senSitivity but more
gauge tube pumping if the gauge tube is clean and moe gauge
tube outcassini if the gauge tube is contaminated. Likewise,
low ('mission currents minimize gauge tube outgassini (impo.
tanllor a contaminated ¡auge lube) and minimize iuage tube
pumpini (important for a cle.:n gauge tube at low pressures)
but yield low ion currents which are sensilive to electronic noise
and are dil/icult to measure at lower pressures,

,I

3, GaUle Tub Deias

The contamination level and thus the outgasSinl rate of a gauge
tube may be greatly reducd by heatini the elecrodes and (au

consequence of the hot electrodes), heatini thi envelope
thereby cleaning the tube, The two types of cleanin, (deiass-
ing) used are resistive heiltini (12R) of the irid, and elictron

bobardment (E,B,) 01 the erid and collector, E,B, deiassini is
significantly pr.ferable only at low pressures but is more ..pen.
sive, IZR healini requires Ionier degassini periods, Gauge
tube degas 15 only uselul at pressures below 10-. Torr and only
a lew minutes de¡as is required at pressures abovi 10-1 Torr
since at these higher pressures, the recontaminatio of sur.
fClces OCcurs readily, " a system is ioing ultimately to the UHV

range, it IS uselul to deiis in the 10-6 Torr ranie and then
a,ain as the system pressure approaches the e.pected
ultimate,

The tubulated gauge and thei2R de¡assable nude tube may be
degassed by eilher IlR or E ,B, de,as, The E,8, degasS3ble nude
tube may be only E,8, de¡asSed,

4, Gduie Tub B.keoi4

it 15 also uselul to externally bake the gauge tube if the .ntir.
system 15 expected 10 pump down to an ultraclean state, Gauie

tubes must not be b3ked over 4SO.C.s gl.us soltenini occurs
iusl above that temperature.

'\
5, X-r.y Umit

The X ray Iimil 'efers to Ihe lowest pressure indicatio wh
may be obtained in a Bayard,Alpert gauge when all the collec
(output) current is due 10 X,ray induced photo-emissi .
there is an absence of gas, The photo.electron current ha
value equivalent to a prlSSUle indication 01 appro.imitely
10-10 Torr in ilissgauge tubes, approximately 4 . lO-IOTor,
I'R degassable nude iauges, and appro.imalely 2 . 10- U Ti
in E,B, deiissabie nude lauRe tubes,

6. GaUle Tub Acuraa
Due to ieometric variations in electrode siructures, a giv
gauge tube is accurate to within :t20~ when readini the i
type for which it is speified,

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

¡, Prssurelndltlo
Ionizatio iaug. controllers actually measure Ihe øositive ir

current in amperes from the gauge tube but the meter riadot
is iraduated in pressure units, Even moe specifically, the~
pressure units are direct reading only lor the gas for which
is speCified. usually nitrogen (also air); this is called a readOL
of nitrogen equivalent pressure, Other iases may give muc
dillerent readinis from nitroien.

2, GaUl' Tub Senliivlty

To be able to present conversions t.bles Irom gCls type to ia
type. the iauge tube sensitivity, K, is defined:

K = ..t. where it is the poSitive ion current to th,
i. P collector, 1 . is the electron emiuion curren

from filament to grid, and P is the pressure

The i'ass envelope gauge tube and the 12R degassable nudt

gauge lube have K '= 101T0rr for nitrogen (or air), and the E,B
deiassable nude iauge lube has K = 2SITorr lor nitrogen (or
air).

Gauge tube sensitivities for various gases are tabulated i"
relerence material in two general ways. One, directly in Torr-I
and Iisled.lor example, as K14\ll, such as KH, = 10 Torr-I. Two.
listed as related to Nz by r = K...i/KN,; thus rH, = 1.0.

3, Gas Type Conversins

In general there are two ways to read the pressure of a gas
other than the ias for which a gauge tube IS ~øeilied, Method
A, perlorm a mathematicl conversion on the direct pressure
readout (usually nitrogen equivalent pressure), Method B. use
an emission current olher than the value for which the ion
iau¡e controller is set up.
Method A: To correct for an ionization ¡auie controller which is
set up for some other sensitivity (KH"conl) than the gauge tube
(KN..hil), the lollowin¡ correctio to the pressure readout will
yield the nitroeen equivalent pressure;

KN., CDl
PN.=Pti --'

KN., h...

To convert the readout also to som other giS, the equation
must also include K.."" i..... thusly,

KN., I....p.... = Pti _._--- .
K.a.i, I....

KN" con,

KN..I....

this then can be written either
KN. COiP ~P ---.... oI, K

p\l, I....
or

_ Ptipi... ---
r.

KN.,Clll

KN.. lube
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Eumplt: For the nud tube of KH = 251orr usin, i controle

of K.. co = iMorr ind for iasi of arion for which r. = 1.2,.. p.. 10 Pin .r",-=__ =-
1.2 25 3

Metho 8: Tht usual ionizatio iauet contraller Is desiintd fOl
soe calibrated set-pont of tmissi = i- The new tmissi
that will coec both for cotrollgr seniitivity ane for II' type ÎI
, . KN" coi~=i-

Kp.x Iul

01 '., 1_1_=-r.
KN"co 

KN" 'ul

If ictualtmissio curr.nt Is not read out in currtnt units, then

these equatio' may be expresse as fracios of full 
"'it II

i~ = Ke" - and Jd =.. Kit, co
i _ K¡1U i - r . K, ,.

Note that Method 8 ii useful only for deceaseiln emissio
current or smll increase

4. Gø Sen~itvltr Tabs
The followni tablt lists rti.v'iauii sensitivitiei to varios'

iases. The vaJuts listild ire averaies of seral puces and
seve,,1 relerencei from the literature. These viilu.s ire from

ORDERING INFORMAnON

4
Table II, loniiaiton Gault Sesitivities AI Reported in the
Liter.turt. from NAS Technic.i Not. THO 5285. by Robert L.
Summers. Lewis Retrth Center, Natioal Aeonautics and

Sp.ce Adminiitratio, PIe.se se this relerenu lor lurther
definition 01 these .verast v.lues ind lor c.lcultions of the

¡auie sensitivitie of other iase
To convert ioniZltion iiuqt re.dout from nitrOlen equivaltnt

pressure. divid the re.dout by the v.lutS liiteclor r.,

Avrllt Viluel
Kpll

'a =
KHZ

CI

He
He

Oz
Hz

N,
Air

Oi
CO
H20
NO
AI
CO2
Kr
SF,
X.
HI

0,18
0,30
0,35
0,46
1,00
1.00
1.01
1.05
1.2
1,16
l.9
1,42
1.4
2,50
2,87
3,64

Bi,lId-Alpert Type GllCes
Tubulated laullS with iridium coted burn-o reiiitant filtmet

Pyrei tubulatia. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kovar tubulatio ......., . . . , . . , . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . , . , . . . . . . . .
Kovar tubulation 1I.nied with 2V.in. (7Om)o,d, no-rtatiblt ........,........,..,..,.".......

CuSeaJllanse
Kovar tubulation lIanledwith 1.5/16 in, (33m)o.d, ........... ................",.,............

non-rotatable Mini.CuSelllanlt
Tubui.ted Gauies with dual tunisten filaments

Pyre. tubulit"". . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kovar tubulatio ...........................................................................

Kovar tubulatio flanied with 2V.ln.(70m)o,d, no.rottablt .......,.........,.............., .

CuSealllanle
Kovar tubulation flanied with I.Sl16in,(33mm)0.d. .......,.....................,..............

non.rotatabl, Mini.Sulllanlt
Nude GaUi"

With dual tunisten lilaments. EB degiis only, on 2V. in. (7Q)o,d. Collat flange, EB dell50nly . , .. .
Withdualthoiacotedliaments.on2V.in.(70mm)0.d.Coflatllanie.EBdel'sonIy"....",......
With thoriacoated liiament,E8or 12RdeiilS,on2Vain.(7Om)0.d.Collat 'Ian., .".......... ......

~ In. o.d. 1 in. o.d.
(19.1 mm) (25.. mm)
Clalc No. Cltllo No.

274 002 274 005
274 003 274 00
274 007 274 00

274 020

274 012 274 015

274 013 274 016
274 017 274 oie

274 021

274 022
274 023
274 028
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REPLACEMENT PARTS AND ACESSRIES
Replacemenl'illmentissbly. tunlsten.'orusewith274 022nudelauaesonly ..',..,.,'...,,'...

Replacement filament assembly, thori coted, for use wilh 274 023 nude aau¡esonly . .., ., ., , . , , , . ,
Replacement tilament assembly. thoiieoted. torusewifh 274 028nudelaulesonly..,.....,..."..
Flanaegasket'or2~ in, (70mm)o,d, CuSellfinl', OFHCcopl*, perboiof 10,."."...",......,..
Flange aasket for 1.5/16 in, (33 mm)o,d. Mini-CuSeI/flanle. per boio' 10. , , . . . . , , , . , , . , , , , . , . . . . . . . .
Flange bolt,nut and wisher sef. forn'. in,(70mm)o,d.CuSeI/flange. per box 0' 25 ..,.""..",.".,.
Flan,e bot. nut ind wisher set, for 1.5116 in. (33 mm)o,d. Mini.CuSeII fllnee, per box of 25. . . , , , . . . . . ,

V'
274 02-
274 02!
274 02~
214 12t
214 71l
214 12~
214 7H

tc.. .. IN -linlO plri lØ II Vllia AI..I.. ii, CUSe.. a.. pr in.li.. ii GranviP,,,iiipl anc coii 10 NI SIMCl 3.'1-95

PHYSICAL DATA

Tubulltio

SPECIFICTIONS
Eleron Bobardment
Oeassle Nude Gaug.

N,A,

Tubulat
Gaue
l. in, (19. mm) or
1 in, (25,4) mm) dii, ii
2~ in, (57 mm) Ioni,.
KOVIf, Pyrex, or f"nied

Nonei 7720 Sllss,
2~ in, (57 mm) dÍl. .
5 in, (127 mm) ioi
""y
Tunllten
Duil tun,sten or

thorÍl coled iridium
Refrctor Metals

6 in, (152 mm)

NA

Envelope Nude

Monlini Positio
Collecor
Filiment

""'I
Tunisten
Dual tungsten or
thoria coated iriium
Relr.ctory Metils
4-1/8 in. (105 mm)

3 in. (76 mm)

Grid

Overall lenllh

Insertion lenllh

OPERATING DATA

Sensitivity 'or Nz

X.rlylimit
Elect,on Boba,dment
Degai

Resistanc. Heated Deili

Bakeout

100Tor, :I 20~
About 3110-ioTor,

100 witti m.1.

25/Tor, :I 20~
About 2 i 10-11 Tor,

40 witti mii,

6.3 to 7.5V it lOA

4SO.C

N.A.

4SO.C

II

. ". -

,. .. ... ..
Ic.'-lfi._-....0.. .11.. c.-
~ . . .. zs.. '"I I . . ..

'" .. c... II,. UU
'" ,., c.

GRID CURRENT-I. (mA)

..
II

SJ' .
i

ii
~
i J

st i.
I ·
e .
j ,.....'...

1..1...
1,-...I,. ...

.

" lit III in ll
CRID VOLTACE-E. (vols)
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MAXIMUM PUMPING SPEED:
2H~ lilC"fI/sccond for air

MAXIMUM fOREPRESSURE:
N.i I.Oi&d 'I.) . 10 -, corr
1-1111 l'oi&'1 4,0 i 10.' ion

MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT:
O. 'I iou liirr/lIi'LC1nJ

BACKSTREAMltlG RAn AT PUMP INLET:
O.uoo" m,i 'cm':iiin (widi cold c"p)

POWER REQUIRED (APPROXIMATELY),
4'0 wana;

HEAT UP TIME:
i') ininllles

COOL. DOWN T1~le:
'I niiiiiie. I., "Iore"k" jct

. 10 minuie. i.. YC'1i rump

FLUID CHARGE:
IOU ei: All cClnyC'niional an" Iiiih performance piamp
II"iJa;.

COOLING WATER REQUIREMENTS:
0.1 l:lØl ill 60"1' h. HO'F inler iemptraiiie

BACKING PUMP SIZE RECOMMENDED:
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PJlYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS Conc.

?
LIST OF REPLACEABLE PARTS

Heai..: Caniel.e Type

STD VOLT~GE (14...)
OPTION (M-J
POWER
CONHECTOR

C.tal.. ...

647 ,l-OL- 1 25
MOll9,\-llS
0181-12914
80 14-02-025
6601-5(,.010
8017-02'0"
801 ~-02.010
801Ø-02.02~
64&0-18-010
Sc and.,eI

115V liI
220V liI
450 W~ni (Appnii:iiiaeely)
Plu..in, 115V, .areo with
HubDeIl 15269, (220\', .oeu
wieh Hubbell '566)

EXTERIOR fiNISH

ACTUAL WEIGHT
SHIPPING WEIGHT

C; lcell

10 pondo
20 pouncl Standard

Standarel
Seand.ard

OPTION~L COMPONENTS
64')-02-150 Hueer,OOW, 240V
8011.02-40 Cold Cli (Conduccion Coled)

When orderin, repliacelDene p.ru, quore cype nllber aiid

aerial number 01 pump.

IILU ,L...cc...o.
.&1 )A o'a -ii co ..
1T1I600UII 'Olllii C.

r.s:i\~~,,'C
¡"'/n 10. II". ..
O'Il,,,. . I.....

una ..u-

"il
O\C. CO

D..e,.,t....
Uuier, 450W, I20V
Inlec o-rin, - Biu)'1

Jee Ane.bl)'
Foteline Saffe'
Som. Reioinini Rin,
Hucir Rellecior '
Heaeer He.r Tron.lei Alock

He.r.r Plaeen

Hurer Clip
Hearer Clip Seiew. 4-40 i ~. Rd Hd
W/S Hi Plaie
Refleceor Nue. 10-32 Hu-S/S
Reflector Wuher. '10 Sed FI.ae - S/S
Heaeer Screw. - ~-20 I: J Ii Hn Hd C
Se/Lock wuher - S/S

Norton Compiny Nøma .. ri..' 'I C"",. ...iin .nd ...cifi.ti... without notice.

IlVACUUM EQUIPMENT D/V/l'/ON
~ ),RMFRlf HAC FQU/~M£NlÇO/fP.

III t/I/£Mll II. NIW1QN. MASS. ,IJIIl:l9G1 Hort_ Com,.", 'llliTED IN US,""

"
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lJ~~~160L/M
Guaranteed Pressure
0,1 micron (McLeod Gauge)
0,0001 mm Hg (1 x 10-4 torr)

Free Air Displacement
160 liters/minute, 5.6 CFM
(9,6 M3/hr)

Specifications:
Number of Stages 2
Guaranteed Ultimate Pressure
1 x 10-4 Torr (McLeod Gauge)
Pump Speed 525 RPM
Motor V2 HP
Motor Speed
Drive 1 V-B
Oil Capacity 2% Ots, (2,13 liters)
Tubing Require
13/16 in,l.D, (20,6 mm)
Intake Connection
Nipple Thread Type, 1-20
3,4 in, 1., (19 mm)
Exhaust Connection
Thread Type, 1-20
Weight (pump only)
75 Pounds (34 kg)
Shipping Weight (pump only)
82 Pounds (37,2 kg)
Weight (pump, motor, base, drive)
112 Pounds (50,8 kg)
Shipping Weight (pump, motor,
base, drive) 125 Pounds (56,7 kg)

Overall Dimensions
19V4L x 12V4'W x 155/a"H

(48,9 x 31,1 x 39,7 em)
Exhaust Filter Optional, 1417 A

Filter Element 1417G
Vented Exhaust Standard
Belt Guard Standard
Quick Disconnect Coupling
Optional, 1393C

1402 Pump, Only Without

base, motor aod belt..
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1402B-01 Pump Complete with
base, motor, oil, belt, belt guard and
cord with line switch and plug, For
operation from 115/230 volt, 60 Hz
power, wired for 115 volt operation,

1402C-01 Pump Identical with
14028-01 but for operation from
230 volt, 60 Hz power,

1402K-01 Pump Similar to
14028-01 but for special helium
transfer and not equipped with
vented exhaust. For operation from
115/230volt, 60 Hz power, wired for

115 volt operation,

~'~:~'ti:?'B'~~~%~ir!~~~~'~Ä"~ft~?~r:!~';')'''~:;:'-""~'."."",, "~'."'" '
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1402L-01 Pump Identical with
14028-01 but for operation from
110/220 volt, 50 Hz power,

1402M-01 Pump Identical with
14028-01 but for operation from
3 phase, 230/460 volt, 60 Hz power,

This model is available with
many other motors than those
liSted above, including totally
enclosed and explosion proof
types.
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